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Abstract. We present a full-mission data product of car-

bon monoxide (CO) vertical column densities using the

2310–2338 nm SCIAMACHY reflectance measurements

over clear-sky land scenes for the period January 2003–

April 2012. The retrieval employs the SICOR algorithm,

which will be used for operational data processing of the

Sentinel-5 Precursor mission. The retrieval approach in-

fers simultaneously carbon monoxide, methane and water

vapour column densities together with a Lambertian surface

albedo from individual SCIAMACHY measurements em-

ploying a non-scattering radiative transfer model. To account

for the radiometric instrument degradation including the for-

mation of an ice-layer on the 2.3 µm detector array, we con-

sider clear-sky measurements over the Sahara as a natural

calibration target. For these specific measurements, we spec-

trally calibrate the SCIAMACHY measurements and deter-

mine a spectral radiometric offset and the width of the in-

strument spectral response function as a function of time for

the entire operational phase of the mission. We show that

the smoothing error of individual clear-sky CO retrievals is

less than ±1 ppb and thus this error contribution does not

need to be accounted for in the validation considering the

much higher retrieval noise. The CO data product is validated

against measurements of ground-based Fourier transform in-

frared spectrometers at 27 stations of the NDACC-IRWG

and TCCON network and MOZAIC/IAGOS aircraft mea-

surements at 26 airports worldwide. Overall, we find a good

agreement with TCCON measurements with a mean bias

b̄ =−1.2 ppb and a station-to-station bias with σ = 7.2 ppb.

The negative sign of the bias means a low bias of SCIA-

MACHY CO with respect to TCCON. For the NDACC-

IRWG network, we obtain a larger mean station bias of b̄ =

−9.2 ppb with σ = 8.1 ppb and for the MOZAIC/IAGOS

measurements we find b̄ =−6.4 ppb with σ = 5.6 ppb. The

SCIAMACHY data set is subject to a small but significant

bias trend of 1.47± 0.25 ppbyr−1. After trend correction,

the bias with respect to MOZAIC/IAGOS observation is

2.5 ppb, with respect to TCCON measurements it is−4.6 ppb

and with respect to NDACC-IRWG measurements−8.4 ppb.

Hence, a discrepancy of 3.8 ppb remains between the global

biases with NDACC-IRWG and TCCON, which is confirmed

by directly comparing NDACC-IRWG and TCCON mea-

surements. Generally, the scatter of the individual SCIA-

MACHY CO retrievals is high and dominated by large mea-

surement noise. Hence, for practical usage of the data set,

averaging of individual retrievals is required. As an example,

we show that monthly mean SCIAMACHY CO retrievals,

averaged separately over Northern and Southern Africa, re-

flect the spatial and temporal variability of biomass burning

events in agreement with the global chemical transport model

TM5.
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1 Introduction

Carbon monoxide (CO) is an important atmospheric trace gas

for the understanding of tropospheric chemistry and air qual-

ity. Its main source is incomplete combustion of fossil fuel

and biomass and the oxidation of atmospheric methane and

other hydrocarbons. The reaction of CO with the hydroxyl

radical (OH) represents its major atmospheric sink and thus

CO regulates the self-cleaning capability of the atmosphere

(Spivakovsky et al., 2000). Enhanced CO concentration can

indicate anthropogenic air pollution (Logan et al., 1981) and

as a precursor of ozone (O3) formation it influences tropo-

spheric air quality (Seiler and Fishman, 1981). Moreover, by

constraining the depletion of methane (CH4), CO affects in-

directly global warming (Daniel and Solomon, 1998) and due

to its moderately long lifetime of several weeks to several

months (Holloway et al., 2000), it is a tracer for global trans-

port and redistribution of pollutants in the atmosphere (e.g.

Yurganov et al., 2004, 2005; Gloudemans et al., 2006).

Since 2000, the global concentration of CO has been mea-

sured by various satellite missions. For example, the MO-

PITT (Measurements of Pollution in the Troposphere) instru-

ment uses the spectral measurements at 2.3 and 4.7 µm to re-

trieve CO (Deeter et al., 2003). AIRS (Atmospheric Infrared

Sounder; McMillan et al., 2005), launched in 2002 onboard

the Aqua satellite, TES (Tropospheric Emission Spectrom-

eter; Rinsland et al., 2006) and IASI (Infrared Atmospheric

Sounding Interferometer; Turquety et al., 2004), onboard of

a series of three METOP (Meteorological Operational) satel-

lites, employ spectral measurements at 4.7 µm to infer atmo-

spheric CO abundances. The Scanning Imaging Absorption

Spectrometer for Atmospheric Cartography (SCIAMACHY)

was one of the first space-based instruments observing CO

from the shortwave infrared (SWIR) range around 2.3 µm

(Bovensmann et al., 1999) and it was fully operational from

January 2003 until April 2012 when contact with its host EN-

VISAT (Environmental Satellite) was lost. In this period, an

almost continuous long-term record of more than 9 years of

SWIR measurements in the 2.3 µm spectral range from space

was recorded. For cloud-free scenes, these spectra are sen-

sitive to the total column density of CO with a good verti-

cal sensitivity throughout the whole atmosphere (Buchwitz

et al., 2004; Gloudemans et al., 2008).

In recent years, several algorithms have been developed

to infer CO total columns from SCIAMACHY’s SWIR mea-

surements – e.g. IMAP-DOAS (Iterative Maximum A Poste-

riori Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy; Franken-

berg et al., 2005), WFM-DOAS (Weighting Function Modi-

fied Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy; Buchwitz

et al., 2004), IMLM (Iterative Maximum Likelihood Method;

Gloudemans et al., 2009), and the operational SCIAMACHY

CO processor (Gimeno García et al., 2011). The global CO

fields were used for a range of applications – e.g. the detec-

tion of biomass burning events (Buchwitz et al., 2004), to

study the inter-annual variability of CO on the global scale

(Gloudemans et al., 2009), to investigate pollution patterns

of megacities (Buchwitz et al., 2007) and the long-range

transport of CO in the Southern Hemisphere (Gloudemans

et al., 2009), which indicates the broad scope of application

for this data product. Furthermore, the SCIAMACHY CO

measurements were compared with corresponding MOPITT

CO retrievals (de Laat et al., 2010a) and additionally vali-

dated with CO observations of ground-based spectrometers

(de Laat et al., 2010b) and MOZAIC/IAGOS aircraft mea-

surements (de Laat et al., 2012). All these previous studies

were dedicated to the early years of the mission before 2009.

A possible reason for this is the extensive degradation of the

instrument (Gloudemans et al., 2008), caused by the grow-

ing ice layer on the detector array and a considerable loss

of detector pixels due to radiation damage in the later years

of the mission. This reduces the radiometric quality of the

SCIAMACHY spectra, which seriously complicates the pro-

cessing of a SCIAMACHY CO product for the entire mission

period.

The Tropospheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) on

board of the Sentinel 5 Precursor (SP-5) mission is expected

to be launched in 2016. TROPOMI covers the same 2.3–

2.4 µm spectral range as SCIAMACHY with the same spec-

tral resolution but with an improved radiometric performance

and a better spatial resolution of the TROPOMI instrument.

For the S5-P mission, the highly efficient Shortwave Infrared

Carbon Monoxide Retrieval algorithm (SICOR) (Vidot et al.,

2012) was developed to meet the demanding requirements

of operational data processing regarding calculation time. In

this study, we apply the SICOR algorithm to the SWIR mea-

surements of the SCIAMACHY instrument and infer a data

set of CO vertical columns for the entire ENVISAT mis-

sion (2003–2012), limited to land and cloud-free scenes. This

study represents the first application of the TROPOMI oper-

ational processor to real data.

Due to unexpected in-orbit problems of the SCIAMACHY

measurements in the 2.3 µm spectral range (Gloudemans

et al., 2005), recalibration of the radiometric measurements

is needed. For this purpose, we use clear-sky measurements

over the Sahara as a natural calibration target in combination

with accurate a priori knowledge of the atmospheric methane

abundances in this region. For the entire mission lifetime,

we determine the temporal dependence of the spectral cal-

ibration, a spectral radiometric offset, and the width of the

instrument spectral response function from these measure-

ments. Furthermore, we use SCIAMACHY’s solar measure-

ments to obtain a proper reflectance retrieval. Here, multi-

plicative radiometric errors common to both the radiance and

irradiance measurement cancel out and are thus not relevant

for the retrieval. Finally, the CO data set is validated with

ground-based measurements of the TCCON (Total Carbon

Column Observing Network) and NDACC-IRWG (Network

for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change – In-

frared Working Group) at 27 sites and aircraft measurements

close to 26 airports of the MOZAIC (Measurement of Ozone
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and Water Vapour on Airbus in-service Aircraft) and IAGOS

(In-service Aircraft for a Global Observing System) project.

Averaging of individual SCIAMACHY CO retrievals is

essential for data usage to reduce the retrieval noise to an

acceptable level. The required degree of averaging depends

on the properties of the considered ground scene and the

measurement geometry of the instrument. To illustrate po-

tential data use, we compare the spatial and temporal vari-

ation of SCIAMACHY CO fields over biomass burning ar-

eas in Africa with model fields of a global chemistry trans-

port model (TM5). Choosing an appropriate balance between

temporal and spatial averaging of individual SCIAMACHY

retrievals allows us to obtain useful information about the at-

mospheric CO concentration.

For the first six years of the mission, our SCIAMACHY

CO data set compares well with previous work by de Laat

et al. (2010b), which becomes obvious when comparing

the validation of the data sets with collocated ground-based

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) measure-

ments. The retrieval noise statistics in the early years of the

mission are comparable but the resulting CO time series of

the new data set is more homogeneous due to our calibration

approach. Moreover, the main achievement of this study is

that a valuable CO data product is provided for the years af-

ter 2008 considering the advanced degradation of the SCIA-

MACHY instrument in that period. Furthermore, the south-

ern hemispheric bias mentioned by de Laat et al. (2010b) is

significantly reduced.

The paper is organised as follows: Sect. 2 summarises the

inversion approach and in Sect. 3 we discuss the degrada-

tion of SCIAMACHY instrument and propose a mitigation

approach. The validation of the CO data product against

NDACC-IRWG, TCCON and MOZAIC/IAGOS measure-

ments discussed in Sects. 4 and 5 illustrates potential data

usage showing a comparison with CO model fields that are

simulated by the TM5 global chemistry transport model. Fi-

nally, Sect. 6 summarises and concludes the paper.

2 Retrieval approach

To obtain CO vertical column densities, we use SCIA-

MACHY SWIR measurements in the spectral range 2310.7–

2338.4 nm with a spectral resolution of 0.2 nm and a spectral

sampling distance of 0.1 nm. The retrieval is based on the

profile scaling approach, which was first applied by Gloude-

mans et al. (2008) to interpret SCIAMACHY data. The ap-

proach is discussed in detail by Borsdorff et al. (2014) and

this section summarises its main characteristics.

Basically, the retrieval approach scales an n-dimensional

reference profile ρref, which is the input to a radiative trans-

fer model, to fit SCIAMACHY reflectance measurements.

Hence, ρref describes the vertical concentration of an atmo-

spheric trace gas in arbitrary units. Subsequently, we estimate

the retrieved CO vertical column density c by

c = CT αρref, (1)

with the profile scaling factor α. Here, the n-dimensional

vector C = (f1, . . .,fn) approximates the vertical integra-

tion, where fk converts the kth element of the state vector

to the corresponding partial column amount of the trace gas.

For the sake of simplicity, we refer to the retrieval of the total

column density c when meaning this approach in the follow-

ing.

For the inversion, a forward model F is needed, which

describes the m-dimensional measurement ymeas within the

spectral error ey , namely

ymeas = F (x,b)+ ey . (2)

Here, state vector x contains all parameters to be retrieved

including the column density of CO and other trace gases.

The forward model vector b includes all parameters which

are needed for the simulation but are assumed to be known

a priori. For the measurement, we employ a non-scattering

radiative transfer model (Vidot et al., 2012) which simulates

atmospheric transmission including Lambertian reflection at

the Earth surface. Figure 1 shows a typical transmission spec-

trum in the retrieval window for clear-sky conditions and

the individual spectral contributions of the trace gases HDO,

CO, H2O and CH4. The forward model employs the cross-

section database by Gloudemans et al. (2009), which com-

prises CO and CH4 absorption cross-sections from the high-

resolution transmission molecular absorption database (HI-

TRAN) Rothman et al. (2005) and Predoi-Cross et al. (2006),

respectively, and H2O and HDO cross sections from Jenou-

vrier et al. (2007). The spectral fit window is extended sig-

nificantly with respect to the window used by Gloudemans

et al. (2008) to establish a stable retrieval for the entire mis-

sion period. This is particularly important for the later years

of the mission with a significant loss of spectral pixels of the

SCIAMACHY channel 8 detector due to radiation damage.

The selected window includes strong absorption lines of CH4

between 2315 and 2320 nm and a nearly translucent range in

the range 2310–2315 nm. Both spectral features are needed

to mitigate the degradation of the instrument by fitting ef-

fective instrument parameters as described in the following

section.

To invert Eq. (2), we employ a Gauss–Newton iteration

scheme where the forward model F is linearised each iter-

ation step around the solution x0 of the previous iteration.

Thus, we can rewrite Eq. (2) as

y =Kx+ ey (3)

with y = ymeas−F (x0)+Kx0 and the Jacobian or kernel

matrix K= ∂F/∂x(x0). Subsequently, Eq. (2) is inverted by

minimising the least squares cost function

xret =min
x

{
‖S
−1/2
y (Kx− y)‖22

}
, (4)
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Figure 1. Simulation of atmospheric transmission spectra between

2310.7 and 2338.3 nm with a spectral resolution of 0.25 nm using

HITRAN 2008 spectroscopy (Rothman et al., 2003). Panel 1–4:

individual atmospheric absorptions of HDO, CO, H2O and CH4.

Lower panel: total atmospheric transmission.

where ‖ · ‖2 represents the L2 norm and Sy ∈ Rm×m is the

non-singular measurement error covariance matrix. Simulta-

neously with CO, we retrieve the vertical column densities

of HDO, H2O and CH4 from the SWIR measurements using

per species the explained profile scaling approach. Addition-

ally, we infer a wavelength-dependent albedo described by

a quadratic polynomial with respect to wavelength. The so-

lution of Eq. (4) can be expressed by the gain matrix G:

xret =Gy (5)

with

G=
(

KT S−1
y K

)−1

KT S−1
y . (6)

The retrieved vertical column density cret is an effective

column product due to the regularisation inherent to the pro-

file scaling approach. The relation between the effective col-

umn and the true atmospheric abundance is described by the

total column averaging kernel acol:

cret = acolρtrue+ ec, (7)

where ec is the column retrieval error due to the measurement

error ey and ρtrue is the true trace gas profile. A numerically

efficient algorithm to calculate acol is presented in Borsdorff

et al. (2014). The total column averaging kernel represents an

altitude-weighted integration of the true profile taking into

account the particular retrieval sensitivity. The differences

between the true column, ctrue = C
T ρtrue, and the effective

column, ceff = acolρtrue, cannot be inferred from the mea-

surement and is also known as the null space or smoothing

error of the retrieval (Borsdorff et al., 2014; Rodgers, 2000),

enull = (C
T
− acol)ρtrue. (8)

Finally, we characterise the noise on the retrieval product due

to the measurement noise, described by the retrieval noise

covariance

Sx =GSyGT . (9)

In this manner, we have defined all diagnostic tools for our

retrieval. A detailed overview of the profile-scaling approach

is given in Borsdorff et al. (2014).

The retrieval depends on a priori information, which is

adopted from different sources. Surface pressure, temper-

ature profiles and water vapour reference profiles (H2O,

HDO) are based on the ECMWF (The European Centre

for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) ERA-Interim (Re-

Analysis Interim) data set, which is sampled every 6 h on

60 vertical layers and on a 0.75◦ latitude by 0.75◦ longitude

grid (Dee et al., 2011). CO and CH4 reference profiles are

taken from 3-dimensional global chemistry transport simu-

lations of TM5 covering the entire mission period (Williams

et al., 2013, 2014), which includes seasonal and interannual

variability of the a priori information on the relative CO pro-

file. Atmospheric trace gas profiles are provided every 3 h

on 34 layers and on a 2◦ latitude by 3◦ longitude grid. For

every SCIAMACHY measurement, the model data are spa-

tially resampled to the satellite ground pixel and interpolated

in time. Moreover, we account for the differences between

the mean SCIAMACHY pixel elevation and the mean pixel

elevation of the model data. First, we calculate the mean

SCIAMACHY pixel height using the digital Shuttle Radar

Topography Mission (SRTM) elevation map with a spatial

resolution of 15 arcsec (Farr et al., 2007) and subsequently,

all model profiles are interpolated to the mean altitude of

a SCIAMACHY ground pixel.

One may question the relevance of the null-space error and

the need for column averaging kernels for a proper valida-

tion of our data product. Generally, the correct use of Eq. (7)

requires measurements of the CO vertical profile. However,

this hampers any validation of the SCIAMACHY CO data

product because measurements of CO profiles are hardly

available for the mission period. On the other hand, a direct

comparison of ground-based measurements of the total CO

column with our data product suffers from the null-space er-

ror. Borsdorff et al. (2014) showed from simulations that in

the presence of clouds the null-space error can easily exceed

30 % of the CO total column. The error is much smaller for

clear sky conditions, depending on the reference profile used

for scaling. To estimate the null-space error, we consider sim-

ulated retrievals for a set of solar zenith angles between 20

and 70◦. Here, we used the US standard atmosphere (NOAA,

1976) for the profiles of dry air density, pressure, water and

CO. The CH4 profile is adopted from the CAMELOT (Chem-

istry of the Atmosphere Mission Concepts and Sentinel Ob-

servations Techniques) European background model atmo-

sphere (Levelt et al., 2009). The total column averaging ker-

nels are shown in the left panel of Fig. 2. Subsequently, we

investigate the null-space error due to the difference of 533
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Figure 2. Left panel: SCIAMACHY CO total column averaging kernels for different solar zenith angles (SZAs). Middle panel: profile shape

difference between HIPPO and TM5/US standard atmosphere. Right panel: probability density distribution of the null-space error.

CO profiles measured by the HIAPER Pole-to-Pole Obser-

vations (HIPPO) of the Carbon Cycle and Greenhouse Gases

Study (Wofsy, 2011; Wofsy et al., 2012) and two different

choices for the reference profiles. First, we consider the CO

US standard profile and, second, we make use of the collo-

cated CO profiles from the TM5 chemical transport model,

which is the baseline of our algorithm. After scaling to the

same total column, the variation of the HIPPO profiles and

the corresponding reference profiles are shown in the mid-

dle panel of Fig. 2. Finally, the right panel of the figure

shows the corresponding distribution of the null-space er-

ror utilising the column averaging kernels of the same fig-

ure. For both cases, the null-space error is less than 1 ppb

(< 1 % of a mean CO total column) and so far less than the

SCIAMACHY measurement noise error that varies between

30 ppb and > 170 ppb for individual retrievals (see Figs. 6

and 7).

Because of its randomness the noise error can be reduced

by averaging multiple SCIAMACHY CO retrievals, which is

not necessarily the case for the null space. However, a null-

space error of the order of< 1 % for clear-sky SCIAMACHY

CO retrievals represents a minor contribution to the overall

error and is ignored in the following. So a direct comparison

between ground-based measurements and SCIAMACHY re-

trievals is possible. Following this approach, strict cloud fil-

tering of SCIAMACHY data is required. For this purpose, we

employ the SCIAMACHY polarisation device (PMD) Iden-

tification of Clouds and Ice (SPICI) algorithm (Krijger et al.,

2005).

3 Instrument calibration

In this section, we consider SCIAMACHY nadir measure-

ments for the full operational phase of the mission from

January 2003 to April 2012, where we use Level 1b spec-

tra disseminated by ESA. The measurements are corrected

for memory-nonlinearity and dark current using the Nether-

lands SCIAMACHY Data Center (NADC) toolbox Ver-

sion 1.2 (http://www.sron.nl/~richardh/). Data recorded dur-

ing SCIAMACHY’s commissioning phase are not consid-

ered. The CO data processing relies on SCIAMACHY’s for-

ward scans for a solar zenith angle smaller than 80◦ and

with a ground pixel size of about 30km× 120km (along-

track× across-track) for an integration time of 0.5 s. At

higher northern and southern latitudes the integration time is

increased to 1 s, which accordingly doubles the across-track

pixel size.

The SCIAMACHY detector in the 2.3–2.4 µm range

(channel 8) suffers from detector radiation damage and very

noisy detector pixels. Buchwitz et al. (2007) and Gloude-

mans et al. (2008) showed the severe sensitivity of CO re-

trievals to the instrument malfunction. A stable retrieval per-

formance for the entire mission lifetime requires careful and

strict spectral filtering of bad detector pixels based on in-

flight detector performance monitoring. For measurements

after 11 January 2005, we utilise the NADC version 3.0 time-

dependent pixel mask, and for earlier measurements we fixed

the pixel mask to that of this reference date. The channel 8

SCIAMACHY measurement noise is dominated by detector

dark noise, which is estimated from SCIAMACHY’s daily

dark state measurements taken during the orbit eclipse.

Despite the strict filtering, the absolute radiometric cali-

bration of SCIAMACHY Earthshine measurements is not ac-

curate enough to retrieve CO. Figure 3 shows the time depen-

dence of the mean solar signal. Besides the seasonal variation

of the signal due to the change of the Earth–Sun distance

throughout the year, the effect of the ice layer formation on

the overall instrument transmission and the signal recovery

due to the instrument heating during so-called decontami-

www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/227/2016/ Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 227–248, 2016
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Figure 3. Mean signal of SCIAMACHY’s daily sun mean reference

(SMR) measurements (2288.72–2383.77 nm) as a function of time

relative to 11 January 2003. Three example orbits are marked.

nation events (see Table 1) is clearly visible (Gloudemans

et al., 2005). To mitigate effects on the CO data quality, our

retrieval is based on the reflectance ri , which is the ratio of

the Earth radiance measurement Ii divided by the solar mea-

surement Si by the same detector pixel i, ri = Ii/Si . Here,

we use SCIAMACHY’s daily Sun mean reference measure-

ments, determined from the Sun measurements via the el-

evation scan mirror. Subsequently, the solar measurements

are interpolated to the measurement time of the Earthshine

observation to account for a rapidly changing instrument di-

rectly after a thermal decontamination event.

The approach implies that any common multiplicative ra-

diometric error of the Earth and solar observations cancels

out in the reflectance ratio. However, any additive error com-

ponent, e.g. due to detector hysteresis, non-linear radiometric

detector response, dark detector current and analogue offset,

still affects the radiometric accuracy of the reflectance spec-

trum and has to be accounted for by the radiometric calibra-

tion procedure.

Moreover, the use of SCIAMACHY reflectance measure-

ments is hampered by the different malfunctioning pixels

of the SCIAMACHY channel 8 detector for the Earthshine

and solar observation mode. Filtering on both types of detec-

tor performance results in insufficient spectral coverage. To

overcome this problem, we identify outliers in the solar irra-

diance spectrum and replace them by interpolated values. We

start with a solar reference measurement S(t0, i) from 11 Jan-

uary 2003 (Fig. 4, upper panel), which is representative of

a well-performing nearly ice-free detector (see Fig. 3). The

nearly linear dependence of the solar signal on wavelength is

due to the spectral variation of the detector pixel quantum ef-

ficiency. To detect spectral outliers, we determine the relative

difference of the spectrum with respect to its running median

spectrum, assuming an average over 1.4 nm. Differences be-

tween the original and spectrally smoothed solar spectrum

Table 1. Decontamination events of the SCIAMACHY instrument

from 2003–2012. The dates are given together with the correspond-

ing orbit ranges.

Number Period Orbits

1 1–4 Jan 2003 4380–4428

2 4–7 Apr 2003 5718–5766

3 21–25 May 2003 6384–6449

4 12–29 Aug 2003 7574–7827

5 18 Dec 2003–5 Jan 2004 9407–9673

6 18–30 Jun 2004 12 031–12 208

7 20 Dec 2004–5 Jan 2005 14 675–14 912

8 19 Dec 2008–7 Jan 2009 35 574–35 848

of > 7 % are classified as outliers and are replaced by the

smoothed value of the running median spectrum. Smaller dif-

ferences are attributed to the pixel-to-pixel gain variation of

the detector and the measurement noise and these features

are maintained in the spectrum. This approach is based on

the assumption that spectral variations in the solar spectrum

in the considered spectral range are smooth.

In the following, we assume that the degradation of the

solar spectrum can be described by

Si(t)= α(t) ·βi(t) · Si(t0)+ εi(t), (10)

where α describes the relative degradation of the mean sig-

nal shown in Fig. 3, β represents the relative spectral degra-

dation of detector pixel i and εi summarises high-frequency

error contributions including noise and outliers. The middle

panel of Fig. 4 shows the ratio Si(t)/(α(t)Si(t0)) for three

exemplary days in the year 2003. Applying a 1.0 nm run-

ning median suppresses high-frequency contributions and al-

lows us to estimate the degradation function β from the data.

Subsequently, this defines also the error contribution εi(t) in

Eq. (10), which can be used to detect spectral outliers in the

solar measurement Si(t). Any measurement with εi(t) > 2 %

is classified as an outlier and is replaced by the expected

value α(t)βi(t)Si(t0). In summary, the approach allows us

to replace corrupted signals by interpolated values assum-

ing a spectrally smooth degradation. High-frequency pixel-

to-pixel variation present in the reference spectrum S(to) are

considered to be constant over the entire mission lifetime.

To account for an imperfect calibration resulting in an ad-

ditive radiometric bias, we consider the Sahara region be-

tween 30 and 15◦ northern latitude and −15 and 30◦ lon-

gitude as a natural calibration target for the entire mission

period. This region is chosen because of the high signal lev-

els due to the high reflective desert surface, and because it is

assured that the amount of CH4 can be relatively well pre-

dicted using the TM5 model (Gloudemans et al., 2005). For

measurements over this particular region, we modify our for-

ward model by adding a polynomial expansion of an additive

Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 227–248, 2016 www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/227/2016/
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Figure 4. Upper panel: first SMR spectrum of 11 January 2003 ex-

pressed as the deviation from its mean signal This spectrum is used

as reference in the following panels. Bad pixels were filtered and

interpolated. Middle panel: SMR spectra for three example orbits

divided by the reference and smoothed with a running median filter

of 10 pixels half width. Lower panel: residuals of the smoothing.

radiometric bias,

F (x,b,a)= F̂ (x,b)+

3∑
i=0

ai ·pi(λ). (11)

Here, F̂ (x,b) denotes the forward calculation in Eq. (2), and

pi are Chebyshev polynomials as function of wavelength λ.

The coefficients ai can be determined as additional fit pa-

rameters of the retrieval algorithm because of the high ra-

diometric signal over the desert region, where we fix the at-

mospheric methane abundance to the a priori model infor-

mation. To fully exploit this approach, it was necessary to
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Figure 5. Zero-order radiometric offset over time retrieved from

cloud-free high albedo SCIAMACHY spectra above the Sahara re-

gion (dark blue) and above Australia (yellow). The offset is given

in percentage of the mean signal of the spectra and data gaps are

interpolated. The three example orbits of Fig. 4 are marked.

include the strong CH4 absorption between 2315–2320 nm

in our spectral fitting window (see Fig. 1).

Figure 5 shows the temporal evolution of coefficient a0,

which represents a spectrally constant additive bias of the

measurement. Here a0 increases with a growing ice layer

while the overall optical throughput of the instrument de-

clines (see Fig. 3). For a fully established ice layer, the off-

set is 20–30 %. We attribute this offset to photons scattered

in the ice layer and then detected at a spectrally shifted po-

sition on the detector. In other words, the effective spec-

tral instrument response function is altered by the ice layer

(Gloudemans et al., 2005). To account for this significant

bias in our overall retrieval, we smooth the data over a 40-

day period and correct all SCIAMACHY measurements ac-

cordingly. To demonstrate the general applicability of our

approach to global data sets, we applied the same proce-

dure for corresponding cloud-free measurements over Aus-

tralia with a lower surface albedo and with different solar

geometries. We obtained very similar radiometric biases (see

Fig. 5) which supports the overall validity of the approach.

The difference between the coefficients derived over Sahara

and Australia (about 3 % in spring and in agreement in au-

tumn) is not fully understood yet and is the topic of further

investigation.

Subsequently, we evaluate the spectral calibration and the

SCIAMACHY instrument spectral response function. Based

on gas-cell measurements during the on-ground calibration

of the instrument, Schrijver (1999, 2000b, 2001b) suggested

using a quadratic polynomial in pixel number for the wave-

length calibration for the channel 8 detector,

λ= a0+ a1 · n+ a2 · n
2, (12)
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where wavelength λ is given in nm and n denotes the spectral

pixel number. For the purpose of this study, we adopted co-

efficients a1 = 0.135254 nm and a2 =−1.19719× 10−5 nm

from the previous studies but re-evaluated coefficient a0 us-

ing the Sahara calibration scenes giving a0 = 2259.24 nm.

Finally, we utilise the instrument spectral response func-

tion s as determined from pre-flight line source measure-

ments (Schrijver, 2000a, 2001a),

s(n,n0)=
1

N

·

(
b0 ·

b2
1

b2
1 + (n− n0)

2
+ (1− b0) ·

b2
1

b2
1 + (n− n0)

4

)
, (13)

with b0 = 0.7532, b1 = 0.4313. N controls the overall nor-

malisation of the response function and n denotes the pixel

number, where n0 represents the centre pixel. Substitution of

Eq. (12) in Eq. (13) allows us to adjust the full width half

maximum (FWHM) of the response function for the Sahara

calibration scenes. Here, the FWHM varies between 0.19 and

0.24 nm which correlates with the growth of the detector ice-

layer (not shown). However, since the effect on the CO re-

trieval was minor, we fixed the FWHM to a representative

value of 0.21 nm.

4 Validation

To validate our SCIAMACHY CO data product, we have to

treat two main problems. First, the retrieved CO column suf-

fers severely from measurement noise. The retrieval noise er-

ror for low radiance signal can exceed 100 % of the retrieved

column. Therefore, any validation can only be performed on

quantities averaged in space and time. Second, a direct com-

parison with ground-based measurements is affected by rep-

resentation errors. For example, a monthly mean CO concen-

tration derived from ground-based measurements may dif-

fer from a corresponding monthly mean of SCIAMACHY

measurements due to different temporal sampling. A strict

temporal co-registration criterion for both ground-based and

SCIAMACHY measurements may reduce the sampling ef-

fect but at the cost of fewer SCIAMACHY samplings, which

in turn enhances the noise contribution. Both aspects have

to be considered in an appropriate validation strategy of the

SCIAMACHY CO data product.

4.1 Ground-based Fourier transform spectrometers

In this section, we validate the SCIAMACHY CO data

product with the measurements of Fourier transform spec-

trometers used for observing CO column densities under

clear-sky conditions allowing direct Sun measurements. Ta-

ble 2 summarises the validation data set, which comprises

measurements at various stations of the Infrared Working

Group (IRWG) that is part of the Network for the Detec-

tion of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC, http://

www.ndsc.ncep.noaa.gov/) and of the TCCON (Wunch et al.,

2010, 2011). The IRWG provides measurements in the mid-

infrared with the aim of analysing the atmospheric composi-

tion of the troposphere and stratosphere. The NDACC-IRWG

supplies CO total columns that we transformed to column

mixing ratios by calculating air columns from the surface

pressures at a station. At several sites, the data record covers

the entire SCIAMACHY lifetime, and thus makes these data

very suited for the validation of the SCIAMACHY data prod-

uct. The TCCON network collects measurements in the same

spectral range as recorded by SCIAMACHY from space.

This results in a similar vertical sensitivity of both the SCIA-

MACHY and the TCCON product, which is in particular de-

sirable for validation purposes (see e.g. Wunch et al., 2010,

Fig. 3 and Borsdorff et al., 2014, Fig. 2). In 2004, TCCON

started with the first instrument at Park Falls, WI, USA, and

since then the network has grown gradually to 19 observa-

tion sites worldwide. Therefore, the TCCON data set is very

well suited to validate SCIAMACHY measurements in the

later years of the mission. This study is based on the TCCON

GGG2014 data set (Deutscher et al., 2014; Wennberg et al.,

2014c, e, a, b, d; Griffith et al., 2014a, b; Strong et al., 2014;

Sussmann and Rettinger, 2014; Blumenstock et al., 2014;

Kawakami et al., 2014; Sherlock et al., 2014; Warneke et al.,

2014; Maziere et al., 2014; Kivi et al., 2014; Morino et al.,

2014). Measurements at Ny-Ålesund, Bremen and Four Cor-

ners are taken from the GGG2012 data since those sites are

not yet available in the 2014 data release.

To achieve the best quality of the SCIAMACHY data, we

apply an a posteriori quality filter based on the following cri-

teria:

1. The spectral fit residual χ2 must be < 10.

2. The mean signal-to-noise ratio of the measurements in

the fit window must be > 10.

3. The noise ε of the retrieved CO, CH4 and H2O column

must be below an upper threshold, namely εCO < 1×

1019, εCH4
< 6× 1018, εH2O < 2× 1022 moleccm−2.

4. Only SCIAMACHY measurements are used, which are

classified as cloud free by the SPICI algorithm.

Moreover, we selected SCIAMACHY measurements over

land, which fall within a radius of 850 km around a TCCON

or NDACC-IRWG station site. To derive one representative

monthly value for both data sets, we interpolate the FTIR

measurements to the point of the SCIAMACHY measure-

ments at time t . For this purpose, we consider the ratio of

the FTIR columns divided by the co-aligned TM5 columns

at two adjacent FTIR samples, δ(t1) and δ(t2) at time t1 and

t2. The temporal interpolated FTIR column cFTIR(t) is then

given by

cFTIR(t)= δ(t) · cTM5(t), (14)

Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 227–248, 2016 www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/227/2016/
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Figure 6. The 30-day medians of CO wet air column averaged mixing ratios measured by SCIAMACHY (black) and at various NDACC-

IRWG stations (pink). To derive mixing ratios from the CO columns supplied by NDACC-IRWG we calculated total air columns from the

surface pressure per station. Open circles denote interpolated values for periods where no NDACC-IRWG measurements are available.

www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/227/2016/ Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 227–248, 2016
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Figure 7. As Fig. 6, but for TCCON measurements indicated in blue. The GGG2014 release of TCCON was used but the stations Ny-

Ålesund, Bremen and Four Corners are still based on GGG2012.

Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 227–248, 2016 www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/227/2016/
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Figure 8. Mean bias (SCIAMACHY–FTS) between measurements of NDACC-IRWG (left panel) and TCCON (right panel) stations with

collocated SCIAMACHY CO retrievals and the standard error of the mean bias derived from the 30 day median values shown in Figs. 6 and 7

(numbers of 30-day medians are indicated above bars). The b̄ is the global mean bias (average of all station biases weighted by the standard

error) and σ̄ its standard deviation. ŝe is the average of all standard errors.

where cTM5(t) is the corresponding TM5 CO column and

δ(t) is the linear function through the adjacent points δ(t1)

and δ(t2). Beforehand, we applied an additive bias correc-

tion to the TM5 model values such that the overall mean of

the FTIR and TM5 values are the same. This simple interpo-

lation scheme makes use of the precise FTIR measurement

where the relative temporal trend in CO due to meteorology

and photo-chemistry is adopted from the TM5 model. Subse-

quently, we correct cFTIR(t) for differences between the sur-

face elevation at the station site and the mean altitude of the

individual satellite ground pixels using also TM5 CO pro-

files.

In this manner, we obtain two co-aligned data sets, which

are subsequently used to derive monthly median CO col-

umn concentrations. The scattering of the individual SCIA-

MACHY retrievals, which underlies each monthly median, is

described by the half difference of the 15.9th and the 84.1th

percentile eS to be an analogue for the standard deviation of

a normal distribution. For the same SCIAMACHY retrievals,

we also calculate the mean retrieval noise eN. To charac-

terise the retrieval performance per station, we determine the

bias b as the mean difference between the monthly median

CO concentrations of the ground-based and SCIAMACHY

retrievals. A negative sign of a bias means that the SCIA-

MACHY retrievals are biased low in comparison with the

FTIR measurements. Moreover, we use the standard devia-

tions σ of these difference and the standard error of the mean

se to characterise the accuracy of b. Finally to characterise

the overall performance, we determine the global mean bias

b̄ as the mean of the individual station biases weighted by

their standard error se and the corresponding mean standard

deviation σ and the mean standard error s̄e.

For all NDACC and TCCON stations in Table 2, Figs. 6

and 7 show time series of CO monthly median columns, and

Fig. 8 summarises the validation diagnostics. Overall, the

larger scatter of the individual SCIAMACHY CO columns

is mainly caused by the large measurement noise indicated

by the similar values of eS and eN. For some stations, eN

even exceeds a typical mean CO concentration, indicating

the need to average data for validation purposes. For the sites

Eureka, Ny-Ålesund, Sodankylä, Thule, Kiruna, Harestua,

Mauna Loa, Reunion, Tsukuba, Saga and Lauder the noise in

www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/227/2016/ Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 227–248, 2016
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Table 2. Ground-based FTIR stations used for validation. The latitude and longitude values are given in degrees, the surface elevation in km,

and the overlap in time of the stations (NDACC-IRWG/TCCON) with SCIAMACHY in years.

Number Name Lat Long Alt NDACC TCCON

1 Eureka 80.05 −86.42 0.61 2006–2011 2010–2011

2 Ny-Älesund 78.92 11.92 0.02 2003–2011 2005–2011

3 Thule 76.52 −68.77 0.22 2003–2011 –

4 Kiruna 67.84 20.40 0.42 2003–2011 –

5 Sodankylä 67.37 26.63 0.18 – 2009–2011

6 Harestua 60.20 10.80 0.60 2003–2012 –

7 Bialystok 53.23 23.03 0.16 – 2009–2012

8 Bremen 53.10 8.85 0.03 2003–2012 2005–2012

9 Orleans 47.97 2.11 0.13 – 2009–2012

10 Garmisch 47.48 11.06 0.75 2004–2010 2007–2012

11 Zugspitze 47.42 10.98 2.96 2003–2012 –

12 Jungfraujoch 46.55 7.98 3.58 2003–2012 –

13 Park Falls 45.94 −90.27 0.44 – 2004–2012

14 Toronto 43.66 −79.40 0.17 2003–2012 –

15 Four Corners 36.80 −108.48 1.64 – 2011–2012

16 Lamont 36.60 −97.49 0.32 – 2008–2012

17 Tsukuba 36.05 140.12 0.03 – 2011–2012

18 JPL 34.13 −118.13 0.21 – 2007–2012

19 Saga 33.24 130.29 0.01 – 2011–2012

20 Kitt Peak 31.90 −111.60 2.09 2003–2005 –

21 Izana 28.30 −16.48 2.37 2003–2012 2007–2012

22 Mauna Loa 19.54 −155.57 3.40 2003–2012 –

23 Darwin −12.43 130.89 0.03 – 2005–2012

24 Reunion −20.90 55.49 0.09 2004–2011 2011–2012

25 Wollongong −34.41 150.88 0.03 2003–2008 2008–2012

26 Lauder −45.05 169.68 0.37 2003–2012 2004–2010

27 Arrival heights −77.82 166.65 0.20 2003–2012 –

the data is so large that monthly median values are still dom-

inated by measurement noise. For the remaining stations, the

scatter of the monthly median is reasonable, and for stations

with a mean instrumental noise error ēN < 60 ppb, the sea-

sonal CO cycle becomes clearly visible in the SCIAMACHY

time series. The high noise variability can be explained by

a corresponding change of the mean signal strength because

of varying surface albedo and solar zenith angle, both gov-

erning the amount of solar light reflected at the Earth surface.

Overall, Fig. 8 shows a good agreement between SCIA-

MACHY and TCCON ground-based measurements with

a global bias of −1.2± 7.2 ppb. For some stations, we ob-

serve higher bias, e.g. at Reunion b = 39 ppb. These biases

come along with large standard error due to a small num-

ber of measurements indicating a large uncertainty of b (see

Fig. 7). For the NDACC-IRWG sites, we find a negative

global bias b̄ =−9.2± 8.1 ppb of the SCIAMACHY CO

retrieval with respect to the NDACC-IRWG observations.

Here, biases for mountain stations like Zugspitze, Jungfrau-

joch and Izana differ significantly from those at other sites.

For the mountain sites, our correction for altitude differences

between validation site and the SCIAMACHY ground pixel

exceeds 50 % of the CO column and therefore our validation

is dominated by uncertainties of the TM5 model. The dif-

ferent global biases for TCCON and NDACC-IRWG mea-

surements can be partly explained by the different tempo-

ral sampling of the validation sets combined with a small

bias trend of t̄ = 1.47± 0.25 ppbyr−1 in the SCIAMACHY

CO columns, which we consider to be significant, keeping

in mind both noise and a priori errors in the vertical shape

of the reference profile scaled by the inversion (i.e. the null-

space error) and the length of the time series. Figure 9 re-

solves this bias trend for seven NDACC-IRWG and TCCON

stations, which cover the full SCIAMACHY mission period

combined with low retrieval noise. The average bias trend

t̄ is calculated by an average of the individual bias trends

weighted by their uncertainty, where we excluded measure-

ments at Toronto because of a discontinuity of the NDACC-

IRWG time series (see Fig. 6). This issue is already under

investigation and does appear to be instrumental. When cor-

recting the SCIAMACHY data for this bias trend, the bias

with NDACC-IRWG becomes −8.4 ppb and with TCCON

−4.6 ppb. Hence, a difference of 3.8 ppb remains between

the TCCON and NDACC-IRWG validation. We consider this

difference to be significant due to the small mean standard

error s̄e and we conclude that it is most probably caused by

Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 227–248, 2016 www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/227/2016/
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Figure 9. Linear bias trend t of the mean bias (SCIAMACHY–FTS)
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weighted by the errors excluding measurements at Toronto.

a discrepancy between the TCCON and NDACC-IRWG re-

trievals. This is further confirmed by direct comparison of

TCCON and NDACC-IRWG measurements performed at the

same station.

4.2 MOZAIC/IAGOS aircraft measurements

Additionally, we validate the SCIAMACHY CO data product

with CO total columns that are calculated from aircraft CO

profile measurements supplied within the MOZAIC/IAGOS

project. Since 1994, regular profile measurements of reactive

gases by several long-distance passenger airliners were per-

formed during ascent and descent phases (in total more than

40 000 flights). Aircraft descents and ascents are not strictly

vertical profiles: the CO concentration at the surface is rep-

resentative for the airports but the top of the height cruise

can be far away from the take-off location. The represen-

tation error of the derived CO column for individual flight

profile paths can reach up to 100 %, related to real spatio-

temporal variability in CO total columns. However, Nédélec

et al. (2003) indicated that the aircraft CO profile measure-

ments reach a precision of about ±5 % and de Laat et al.

(2014) showed that the errors caused by aircraft descent and

ascent flight paths will average out for CO total columns

when calculating the mean over longer time periods. How-

ever, biases due to highly polluted airports are still possible.

Furthermore, the distance covered by the MOZAIC/IAGOS

profiles used in this study is about 200–400 km and therefore

is within the collocation area around the airports considered

for the comparison with SCIAMACHY.

Table 3 summarises the validation data set, which com-

prises CO profile measurement at 26 airports worldwide. At

many airports the data set covers the early years of the SCIA-

MACHY mission and therefore forms a complement to the

TCCON data set used in the previous section. More infor-

mation about the MOZAIC/IAGOS programme and its data

products is provided by Marenco et al. (1998) and Nédélec

et al. (2015) and can be found at http://www.iagos.org/.

For the comparison with the SCIAMACHY CO retrieval,

we only select MOZAIC/IAGOS profiles that reach at least

300 hPa and have measurements in every 100 hPa altitude

bin. Above the maximum flight altitude, the profiles are ex-

tended using the Monitoring Atmospheric Composition and

Climate (MACC) reanalysis data at 12:00 Coordinated Uni-

versal Time (UTC). MACC is pre-operational Copernicus

Atmosphere Service, which provides data records of CO

and other atmospheric trace gases (ozone, nitrogen oxides)

as well as aerosols and covers the 10 years from 2003 to

2012 (Inness et al., 2013, 2015). The derived CO profiles

are vertically integrated to obtain an estimate of the CO

total columns. For comparison, individual SCIAMACHY

retrievals are quality filtered a posteriori as described in

Sect. 4.1. Because the MOZAIC/IAGOS data set is tem-

porally more sparse than the ground-based FTIR data set

in Sect. 4.1, we apply a slightly different collocation ap-

proach, proposed by de Laat et al. (2012). Here, SCIA-

MACHY CO columns are spatially averaged within a 8◦× 8◦

(±4◦) area surrounding an airport location. Temporal av-

erages are calculated around each MOZAIC/IAGOS sam-

ple, where the time window of averaging is chosen such

that the retrieval noise of the average is equal to or smaller

than 1017 moleculescm−2 (3.7 ppb). This yields a nonuni-

form sampling in time with samples of comparable retrieval

noise.

We found that the MOZAIC/IAGOS measurements are

on average biased low compared to the TM5 model used

as priori for the SCIAMACHY CO retrieval (15 %± 25 %).

This bias is a general known chemistry-transport model is-

sue. The difference between the MOZAIC/IAGOS measure-

ments and the ECMWF MACC model used for extending

the MOZAIC/IAGOS profiles is low (1 %± 31 %). This is

not surprising given that MACC ingests both MOPITT and

IASI CO measurements in its data assimilation scheme.

Figure A1 shows time series of collocated SCIAMACHY

and MOZAIC/IAGOS CO total columns for 26 airport lo-

cations with more than 13 collocations (similar to Figs. 6

and 7). Part of the data scatter is related to the spatio-

temporal variability in CO. This affects both data sets differ-

ently, where SCIAMACHY samples represent an average for

a larger area surrounding the airport, and MOZAIC/IAGOS

columns are derived from slant profiles measured during de-

scent and ascent of the aircraft over horizontal differences of

200–400 km. The good agreement of both data sets in their

seasonal cycle is noticeable for Windhoek airport. Here, CO

is subject to a strong seasonal cycle due to biomass burn-
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Table 3. As Table 2, but for MOZAIC/IAGOS airports sites.

Number Name Lat Long Alt MOZAIC/IAGOS

1 London 50.39 0.85 0.03 2006–2009

2 Frankfurt 50.32 7.71 0.11 2003–2011

3 Munich 48.85 12.70 0.45 2003–2011

4 Vienna 48.51 17.36 0.18 2003–2007

5 Portland 46.54 −122.18 0.02 2003–2009

6 Montreal 46.06 −72.65 0.04 2003–2006

7 Toronto 44.46 −78.59 0.17 2003–2011

8 Boston 43.01 −69.95 0.01 2003–2011

9 Chicago 42.79 −86.67 0.20 2003–2010

10 New York 41.23 −72.75 0.00 2003–2006

11 Beijing 40.38 115.22 0.04 2003–2005

12 Philadelphia 40.23 −74.23 0.01 2003–2006

13 Washington 39.94 −76.43 0.10 2004–2012

14 Tehran 35.98 50.24 1.01 2003–2005

15 Los Angeles 34.48 −117.47 0.04 2003–2005

16 Atlanta 34.43 −83.56 0.31 2003–2011

17 Dallas 33.83 −96.04 0.19 2003–2010

18 Tel Aviv 32.77 33.81 0.04 2003–2011

19 Cairo 30.72 31.15 0.12 2003–2011

20 Houston 30.63 −94.26 0.03 2003–2004

21 New Delhi 28.94 76.14 0.24 2003–2006

22 Kuwait City 28.74 48.44 0.06 2003–2004

23 Abu Dhabi 25.90 54.32 0.03 2003–2005

24 Hyderabad 17.54 77.40 0.63 2005–2011

25 Caracas 11.26 −66.37 0.07 2003–2009

26 Windhoek −21.43 17.34 1.72 2005–2012

ing and the high surface albedo permits SCIAMACHY CO

retrieval with a low instrument noise error. For airports like

Beijing and Tehran, we notice high value outliers, where the

MOZAIC/IAGOS columns are much larger than those mea-

sured by SCIAMACHY. This bias can be attributed to rep-

resentation errors comparing localised pollution with spatial

averages of SCIAMACHY CO observations. Overall, our re-

sults are in agreement with the findings of de Laat et al.

(2012) analysing the SCIAMACHY CO measurements be-

fore 2009. Figure 10 summarises the comparison between

SCIAMACHY and MOZAIC/IAGOS. We find a global bias

of −6.4± 5.6 ppb. The difference between SCIAMACHY

and MOZAIC/IAGOS shows a small but significant positive

bias trend of 1.2± 0.7 ppbyr−1, which is in agreement with

Sect. 4.1. When correcting the SCIAMACHY data for this

bias trend, the global bias reduces to 2.5 ppb which is in the

range of the MOZAIC/IAGOS CO column uncertainty as re-

ported by Nédélec et al. (2003).

5 Potential data application

One fundamental limitation of the SCIAMACHY CO data

product is its large noise contribution. For most applications,

individual CO columns must be averaged to reduce the re-

trieval noise to an acceptable level. The degree of averag-

ing depends on the signal-to-noise ratio of the corresponding

SCIAMACHY observations and therefore on the brightness

of the observed scenes. For example, for regions in Africa

and Australia with high surface albedo, the retrieval noise is

much lower than over dark scenes at high northern latitudes

with low solar zenith angle. To mitigate this effect, one can

consider data which are averaged both spatially and tempo-

rally. Averaging over the full-mission period (January 2003–

April 2012), we obtain the CO global distribution shown in

Fig. 11. This illustrates that a high spatial resolution can

be achieved with the SCIAMACHY CO retrievals sacrific-

ing temporal resolution. One of the most striking features

of Fig. 11 is the enhanced CO column concentrations over

central Africa due to biomass burning. To illustrate the sea-

sonal variation of CO in this region, Fig. 12 shows the 30-day

median of the SCIAMACHY CO concentration for north-

ern hemispheric Africa (averaged between 0 and 10◦ lati-

tude) and southern hemispheric Africa (averaged between 0

and −35◦ latitude). The figure also includes corresponding

averages of TM5 model simulations which use the Global

Fire Emissions Database (GFED) version 3 for the biomass

burning input. Overall, the SCIAMACHY and TM5 fields

agree well. The seasonal variation is present in both data sets

including the phase shift between the northern and south-

ern hemispheric CO concentration. In this case, the seasonal
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Figure 10. As Fig. 8, but for MOZAIC/IAGOS measurements.

variation of CO can be resolved with SCIAMACHY but at

the cost of a poor spatial sampling.

Furthermore, we found that for sufficient signal level

and temporal coverage, SCIAMACHY can catch the sea-

sonal variability of the CO total column amount as re-

flected by NDACC-IRWG, TCCON and MOZAIC measure-

ments. To demonstrate this, we calculated the Pearson coeffi-

cient between NDACC-IRWG, TCCON and MOZAIC mea-

surements and the collocated and 30-day averaged SCIA-

MACHY CO retrievals shown in Figs. 6, 7, and 10. For

sites with a low CO retrieval noise error and a sufficient

temporal coverage, we found a strong correlation show-

ing that the seasonal variation is in agreement – e.g. for

MOZAIC/IAGOS (0.7 for Windhoek and 0.8 for Los An-

geles), for NDACC/IRWG (0.6 for Wollongong and 0.7 for

Kitt Peak) and for TCCON (0.7 for Darwin and 0.7 for Wol-

longong).

This example illustrates nicely the limitations but also the

strength of the presented SCIAMACHY CO data product.

Clearly, the strength of the SCIAMACHY CO data product

lies in the availability of more than 9 years continuous mea-

surements but its limitation is its high retrieval noise. Hence,

our recommendation for the use of the data set is to average

individual CO retrievals reducing the retrieval noise error to

an acceptable level. Dependent on the considered applica-

tion, this averaging can be performed spatially as well as

temporarily. For example, 30-day means averaged spatially

over 850 km are already sufficient for most sites worldwide.

This is shown by the NDACC/TCCON validation in Sect. 4,

where the SCIAMACHY CO retrieval showed a surprisingly

homogeneous performance over the full mission time range.

The SCIAMACHY CO data set must be seen as comple-

mentary to other measurements – e.g. of MOPITT (Deeter

et al., 2003) – that provide a finer spatial and temporal reso-

lution. Together with the future TROPOMI instrument, these

missions will provide a unique long-term CO data set with

global coverage from 2003 onward. In this context, a satel-

lite inter-comparison of the CO retrieval from SCIAMACHY

and MOPITT provides the perspective of an interesting and

important follow-up study.

6 Summary and conclusions

We presented a full-mission data set of SCIAMACHY CO

vertical column densities for cloud-free scenes over land. The

retrieval employs the operational SICOR algorithm of the

Sentinel-5 Precursor mission and is based on a profile scal-

ing approach using SCIAMACHY 2.3 µm reflectance mea-

surements. For the first time, a stable CO retrieval approach

is presented for the entire mission period (January 2003–

April 2012), which has to deal with the severe instrument

degradation over the nearly 10-year mission period. While

previous studies focused on the early years of the SCIA-

MACHY mission period, we were able to mitigate effects

of a changing instrument performance in space on the CO

column product. For this purpose, we optimised the retrieval

window to account for the serious loss of useful detector

pixels caused by radiation damage. Furthermore, we esti-

mated effective instrument parameters, which describe the

temporal degradation of SCIAMACHY, using the Sahara re-

gion as a natural calibration target. These parameters de-

scribe the spectral calibration, a spectral radiometric offset,

and the width of the instrument spectral response function.

The CO total column amount is inferred simultaneously with

methane and water vapour abundances and a Lambertian sur-

face albedo from individual SCIAMACHY measurements

assuming a non-scattering model atmosphere.

To obtain atmospheric CO abundances, the retrieval scales

a CO reference profile, which represents a specific regulari-

sation of the inversion. Consequently when interpreting the

retrieved CO column as an estimate of the true column abun-

dance, the data product suffers from a null-space error which

describes the error in the inferred trace gas column due to

the assumed profile to be scaled. Using 533 HIPPO CO pro-

file measurements, we showed that for clear-sky conditions

the null-space error is typically <±1 ppb. This represents

a minor error source and thus is not further considered in
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Figure 11. CO wet air column averaged mixing ratios over land and clear-sky scenes. The values are averaged from January 2003 to

April 2012 on a cylindrical equal area projection with 180 grid points in latitude and 360 in longitude.
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Figure 12. Time series of SCIAMACHY CO wet air column averaged mixing ratios (blue) over northern and southern hemispheric Africa

compared with the calculation of the TM5 model (pink); 30-day medians are shown.

the validation of our data product. To ensure clear-sky con-

ditions, SCIAMACHY observations are filtered strictly em-

ploying the onboard polarisation measurement device of the

same instrument (SPICI algorithm).

The full-mission data set is validated with ground-based

FTIR measurements at 27 stations of the NDACC-IRWG

and TCCON network and MOZAIC/IAGOS airborne mea-

surements at 26 airports worldwide. Here, measurements of

the NDACC-IRWG network cover the entire mission pe-

riod. TCCON measurements can only be used to validate

the CO product in the later phase of the mission, whereas

IAGOS/MOZAIC measurements are mainly available for

the early years of the mission. For the validation, it is

important to realise the main and principal limitation of

the SCIAMACHY CO product, which is its high retrieval

noise of individual CO columns. It varies between 30 ppb

over high albedo scenes and more than 170 ppb over dark

ground scenes with low signal-to-noise measurements. Con-
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sequently, averaging of individual data points is essential

for practical data usage. Hence, we base our validation on

monthly median column abundances for the comparison with

the FTIR measurement and instrument error weighted means

for the comparison with MOZAIC/IAGOS airborne obser-

vations. Overall, we found a good agreement with TCCON

measurements with only a global mean bias of b̄ =−1.2 ppb

with a station-to-station bias variation of σ = 7.2 ppb. The

negative sign of the bias means that SCIAMACHY CO is

biased low in comparison with TCCON. For the NDACC-

IRWG network, we obtained a significant mean station

bias b̄ =−9.2 ppb with σ = 8.1 ppb. Moreover, for the IA-

GOS/MOZAIC measurements, we find a mean station bias of

b̄ =−6.4 ppb with σ = 5.6 ppb. We detected a small but sig-

nificant bias trend of about 1.47±0.25 ppbyr−1 in the SCIA-

MACHY data. Correcting this bias trend, the bias with the

IAGOS/MOZAIC measurements becomes 2.5 ppb, which is

within the uncertainty of the IAGOS/MOZAIC measure-

ments. The bias between SCIAMACHY and NDACC-IRWG

measurements becomes−8.4 ppb and with the TCCON mea-

surements −4.6 ppb. A discrepancy of 3.8 ppb remains be-

tween the global biases with NDACC-IRWG and TCCON,

which is confirmed by directly comparing NDACC-IRWG

and TCCON measurements. There are some possible rea-

sons why the NDACC-IRWG and TCCON retrievals differ

in that magnitude. NDACC-IRWG retrievals are done from

the 5 µm and TCCON from the same 2.3 µm spectral regions

as SCIAMACHY using different retrieval approaches. A dis-

agreement of the line parameters of this region can easily

lead to differences and is under investigation. Further, the re-

trieval of the two networks are based on different isotopic

lines. NDACC-IRWG is using two 13CO and one 12CO line

while TCCON retrievals are solely based on 12CO lines. Fur-

thermore, TCCON retrievals are calibrated by scaling the re-

trieved CO columns to the ones obtained from simultane-

ous in situ measurements (aircraft sampling or AirCore mea-

surements) which is not done with the NDACC-IRWG data.

Both ground-based FTIR data sets are very valuable for satel-

lite validation, although for the validation of future satellite

missions, like the Sentinel 5 Precursor (S5-P) mission to be

launched in 2016, it is desirable to improve the comparability

of NDACC-IRWG and TCCON measurements.

Finally, to demonstrate potential data use, we showed the

seasonal cycle of biomass burning events in central Africa.

Averaging the entire mission data set, the biomass burning

area can be detected with good spatial resolution. On the

other hand, the monthly median SCIAMACHY CO fields av-

eraged over the northern and southern parts of central Africa,

reflect the spatial and temporal variability of biomass burn-

ing events in this region, in good agreement with the global

chemical transport model TM5.

This study represents the first application of the retrieval

algorithm SICOR, which was developed for the operational

data processing of the S5-P mission on real measurements

of the shortwave infrared spectral range. Using the same

retrieval approach for both satellite instruments will make

the CO data sets of both missions more compatible, which

is highly desirable from the perspective of long-term atmo-

spheric monitoring. In a follow-up study, we will focus on

extending the presented CO data set to SCIAMACHY ocean

measurements.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. As Fig. 6, but for MOZAIC/IAGOS measurements indicated in yellow.
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